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"Good luck," a newsmen shoutodd:'1 see
zation will bring about a quicker group will - hare a stlitaf hour
a
Lexington 30, Louisville 33 and 5,eventy costumes' will be shown. Jahn Sherman Cooper voted for ed:little
blur
of
light."
That blur,
and buffet dinner at the Murray
recovery.
nyt.nasiacce wbaar._
sa14..1•111 beams vow
Theta will aboaas
Lonocla-413. --••••••
.'"Timmia...rou." Leopeid replied
--iiiiter is-fir areiveraillbleaataadie Wumatio....Clula--Maaasaaaaa
• --as-good
ton B. Morton opposed it.
sight
in
•
few
Evansville, Ind.,. 33.
maths.
for this year's show.
without turning his head.
Murray Hospital.
The bank has issued a cordial,
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1 .E LEDGLit & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
High School Regional
Tournament

•

Ballard Memorial Out As

Indians Try For
Tie TonightTo Enter
tate Tournament

By UNITED PRESS
lit at Murray
Benton 59 Ballard Memoria 55
By JOHN GRIFFIN
State vs. Oklahoma State
North Marshall 91 Ssmsunia 64
United Press Sports Writer
A4 San—Francesco: Caktorn.;a
2nd at Hopkinsville
E:g:n Baybor's ctransetic SO- vs. Seattle.
South Hopkins 79 Dalton 71
f
shat vesth tea, seconds left
The Chaerkete winner mall Todd County 61 Crofton 59
to play and Kansas State's meet the Leirinvon winner at
3rd at Henderson
"mapping" of Osaar Robertsun Louisville, Ky., March 21, far Henderson Douglass 61
were the heghlaghts of the NC- the eastern NC.kA champianshial
Henderson County 51
AA bacistball teurnarrient today the Lawrence winner will • meet Daviess County 70 Bremen 46
geeng :rite the final rounds )f the San Francisco winner at
4th at Central City
the f-ur regionai
the same site the same night Bees er Dam 58
Muhlenberg Central 56
Beeler uncorked the must Im- for the western title.'The totwzrannizerv.-- LAangerous Ballard - Memorial
111111.11111.1111
thi:l)9111rarviMor
-11.11114 10 .
portant basket so tar in the kartsg reght eastern and west- Breckinridge CutintT 85
.111611
y that
%..ill
.111mean
111111
11.
,
bowed out of the astral Regional e
Dailey - of a state tourney trip for uss
Brownsville 53
ntrtas.ndpeck
urti)th1518poisio
incgd a
schuarrk
vaunt carnival Friday night to ern charnse clash for the na1*,,ornament_ last night as the
Mk at Boasting Green
and the heartbreak of defeat fur
give SeettLe a 69-67 sectory tional crown.
SATURDAY — MARCH -15, 1958
Benton Indians fought
.ne tossed in 10, .
the other.
trier San Franciscu in the regiThe National Invitation Tour- Bowling Green High Street 54
Bombers, 59-55. to gain entrance
desTsflI11111
First Gams
College __High 49North Marshall -opened •the
onal at San Francisco.
nament' ekes resumes teday with
laws the finalb _tonight. It the game- with a 2-0 lead on a Benton
8 30 46 59
Roberesoza Baisses
a --fith- aLreampbensville
Ss
arxt-etval day and oeetat cluubleheeders. In
second-- affatr MontiltOisttill baSket by - lairitner•••allW •• Was Ballard
14 25 45 55
f•l- the nadonat scoraig °hern- the afteerioon, it's Niagare-Xav- Campbellsville Durham 62
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
rolled over Syrnsonia, 91-64.
Benton (69)
_never in difficulty in unseating
ia:unship. fouled out- watts Jour ier
-Ohio +Oast eaund) and eastesanon Rusewald 09
+—Marshall County rivals, Ben- the Rough Riders of Synaunia, Dailey 15. Gold 8, Peek is
Hodgenville 54 Bloomfield 51
trsinut ieftt to play in °waltz* Ubsih-St. John's (quartet:
Wilt thou call this an acceptable day to
ton and North Marshall. will 91-64.
Garnmel 18, Peek 10, Duke 2.
7th at Louisville
at Lawrence. Kans., as hrs- Cin- At rigits, ia Fordharn-St.
meet for the fourth time this
Ballard (55)
The Jets led 23-14 at the end
.St.
Xavier
annexe_
58
Fern
_team
bowed
Creek
to
37
Kansas
cis
(Pa.) (rat round). and St.
the Lord.
Isaiah 58:5.
season tonigN. 1 he North- Mar- of the first quarter -and_4-1-32a1
Poole .9, Turner 21, Vaughn
Seate..83-80. The defeats of Cin- Bonavenalre-St. Joseph's t Pa.) Manual 54 Eastern 45
shall Jets •heile emerged vic- halftime.
10, Adams, S. Newton 12.
8th at Owenton
cinnati. and San Franciscs, plus (quarter-trial).
torious in two of the three
Four players on the North
Second Game
Heat-hen religions have many clays_they
Shelbyville 68 Grant-County 55
that of Wes-. Virgin:a on TuesSouth
encounters
Dakota Takes Crown
. Tonight's clash will squad scored in double- figures N. Marshall so_
23 44 69 91
Shepherdsville 78
call lucky and as many are unlucky.- Christs. decide
day. camplete -a clean sweep' the
The first national champion -Pleasures'ille 6'7
whieh of the two top in, recording the triumph. Hall Symeia
14 32 48 al
ians havs no such delusion. All days are alike
teams. ranked 1-2-3 in the ne- was crowned
First Region powers will make led the way with 22 pointir
Friday night at
'North Marshall (91)
9th at Florence ,
t: n at the end of the regular
—great days to be alive.
the trip of the "select sixteen" Both Lampiey and Ricks hit for
v
Ind., when. South Covington - Catholic 75
Stice 2, Fiellata 6, Lampley 25,
sasson.
to the state ssuurnament. An 20. Larimer connected. ter 13 Latimer 13. Hall 22, Spiceland.2.
, led by Jimmy Daniels' ,EriangerSo Henry 49._
Tonight's Action
over flow :crowd is expected to before fou1ing7out.
40 watts, whipped St. Michael's
Pewell 6. Ricks 20.
.,•310111a111M1P
10th at Cynthiana
Here's the lineup for the re- of Vermont, .2353SsIn :he
Larry McClure. star guard far
8ymeonia (64)
Cynthiatia 62 N. Middletown 53 gather at the MSC Sports Arena
genet trials tonight:
for the event.
of the IsIC.AA small college Paris Western 74 Maysville 64
the Syrnstinia Rough Riders, hit
Gardner 8. Butler II, Cola 4At Charlotte, NC.: Temple vs. tournament.
Benton took the tip bu! Ballard for 24 pointsaButler had 11 ana Rhew 7, Met:Cure 24. Smith 3.is
• IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
11th at Lexington
Darmeuth
the lead in the opening pyritic' Smith tossed in 10.
But that easy win was over- Lafayette 60 Haraialsburg 57
At Lexington. Ky.: Not r e shadowed by the dr-arnatics in
and the Bombers ran up a 12S4
New City Hall and -Gas Building
Every since North Matehall's
$120,000
COUNSEL PICKED
12th at Somerset
•
Dame vs.-Kentucky
lead. Memorial-held a six-point win over Benton in the finals
the mayor-cullege she.: as Say- Monticello 70 Parksville 61
Sewer Plant Expansion
,• •
$125,000
A: Lawrence, Kans.: Kansas ler led his team to victary and
advantage
at
the
end
of
of
the
distric:
thetournament last . LOS ANGELES IS — •C:--Ray
13th at Middlesboro'
first quarter, 14-8.
Planning, and Zoning Commission,i:with
week people have been speculat- Robinson. :he president of GolRobertson failed. Robert-sore Hall 11, Corbin 59
The
Indians
scored
six'
ing
conseon
the -outcome- of a -pos- den Gate Fields race trade said
with 30 points agatnst Baylor's Clay County 56 Bell Cour:01'54
Professional Consultation
cutive points at the outset of sible meeting in the regiimal. today he was'honored
35, retained the national scoring
14th at Hazard
to accept
the
second
quarter
to
pull
within the two powers tangle tonight an appointment as the national
lead, however. with a 34.37 Hazard 78 Breathitt County' 70
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
one
point.
15s-14.
With
aim.
min-- Passibility is now reality as legal counsel for the Jockey's
Whitesburg 59 Cerdia 53
average to Bay-lar's 33.68.
utes to go big J. D. Gemmel in a fight to the finish -fur the
15th at Prestonsburg
Here's •_ how Friday
Industrial Expansion.
ighaa
'
knotted
the
count
for the first°
Meade Stem. 63 Sandy Hook 61
games went:
Sidewalks. Curbs, Glitters.
time, 19-all. Seconds later BenAt Charkete Temple nipped Oil Springs 67 Prestonsburg 75
ton
took
its first lead id the
Widened Streets in some areas.
16th sit Morehead
Mar.S-Land, '11-67. and . .Dorts- Olive Hill
By OSCAR FRALEY
contest on a bucket by little
75 Sharpsburg 53
Continued Home Building.
muutha Ivy League daerilas
United Press Sports Writer
Monte
Peck. Jerry Newton eve)
Clark County 68 Winchester 35
NEW YORK trI — A eose by ousted Jaen:ha:ten, 79-82.
Airport for Murray.
Ed Turner combined eltiths to
lirpr.gingly
easy
;ss
other
win
name
may.
tie
as they
over the taine ;
the scare, 25-25. but Benton
City Auditorium
:y• please the proboscis but :hat elim.nated regular seasva
set-red five straight points to'
MC KAY LOSES
u've got to prive it in the charnpicin West Virginta.
lead. 30-25 at halftime.
s rid of sports.
:
Gemmel scored for the Indians
Hawkins Scares 31
anybody
If
At Lexington: N...tre Dame
named Algernon.
CAIRO. Elaaat 1P
Nicola as the second half got underway
Fauntleruy or even Oscar ever ripped Ina:sane. 94-87, as lam Pietrangeli and Giuseppe Merlo but the stubborn Bombers fought
won the heavyweight champion- Ha A'ICMIS 91".ned -31 points and meet Sunday in an all-Italian back and Gene Poole pushed
i-LOGLR &
P4L
ship of the world it has escaped crippied Indiana by drawing final of Cairo's International Ballard into the lead again, 35-34
the historians of the ring. And fouls. Three-nmes NCAA- champ Tennis Tournament. Pietrangeli with four minutes remaining in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert...Stubblefield and Mr. and nobody tagged Aubrey or Chol- Kentucky simply romped over reached the final round by up- the pentad.- A see-saw battle for
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., will hold open house at menciolay stands out in memory Miami of Ohio, 94-70 despi•s. setting Barry MacKay of Dayton the lead saw Benton out on
Ohio, -17-19. 6-4. 6-2. 6-2, while trip by one slim point. 46-45, at
26 pssnts by Wayne Embry.
the home o: iiie ii•rmer couple''
- 6n Poplar Street, Sunday Sr a muscular marvel.
Which brings us to the titles
Bath Eldin of Egypt. the end of :he third stanza.
•••
At Lawrence: After Stoher ,,o Merlo beat
afternoon. .4a.-cn 16.
of the ha.yburners nerninated fouled out _Clancenneets
Monte Peck added to the Den6- 1. (1-? 6_2
The occitsuin Viii Ine
sscaaalat
J'Ornplirnent 1da-11-rs-andr .
/Catania Derby
ton cause with a field goal as
Oearge Smith aantea.ned about :
Vernon Stubb,eiteia. sr.. who will celebrate -their 50th from the sound ofa-the Indians !sok the erxming
their monick- three "charging"
fouls called
wedding anniversary. ,
ers. are more likely to wind against tam
tip but Ed Turner scored t we
OiLLikiuma
+State
Sam Foy, lather of S. V. Foy of 11,urray, passed up In a photo finish a: the glue crushed
baskets to deadkak thas contest,
Arkansas. 85-40, as 8-9
away at his home on itt-D I. Wingo.-this morning at two far iry
41-49. Ballard Was able to tie
Arlen Clark stn'wed the way
There are some likely sounding wi.th
se score on two other occasions,
o'clock.
20
points.
3-53. and 55-55. But each time
Galen Gough, once billed as the world's strongest candidates for the rose run
HONEYCOMB DONS—This architect's sketch shows how the
.1,e Dan Gold broke the deadlock
At San Francisco: Cal:.urnra
man, will appear in Murray on March 23rd at the Mule Such as. in one man's opinion.
new and unutelai budding which will house the American
with a one-hand jump shot.
steeds named
Pride. eas.ly dawned Idaho Stat.:, a4Day Celebration sponsored by the Daily Ledger & Times Kentucky King. Kentucky
Society
tor Metals headquarters Just outside Cleveland will
:Pock added a charity ties to
Jewel's Reward, 43, as Earl Robthaan
look when completed. The 32.000.000 structure will feature
and the Murray Rescue Squad.
Liberty Ruler and, Kind of Slick. leg horse's settil 13 amok seer;account for the final score. 59-55.
aluminum
geodesic dome, or "space lattice," 250 by 103
points.
an
In
August Wilson. owner of the Wilson Insurance and Silky Sullivan.
Ed Turner was high point
the Seattle-San Franc:sea geme,
feet.
semi-circular
The
building of concrete and steel will
Real Estate Agency, announced today that he is opening
7nan
Some Other Names
for
the contest with 21
the stage was
be on three levea, and haire a 400-Mot-diameter garden
in his new locaticilusf..403,Eaistain Street, next-- -to the s____Auto-get. a- -was of some of When Art Day ofset far Baylor
saints. Newton added 12 for the
piazza A variety of metals will be used. (International)
San Francisco
these others:
Bombers and Vaughn pushed in
Beale Hotel.
missed
Coasting aa Which he'll prob- with 15one if two free throws
Over one thousand people have applied thus far for
aecends. leaving.. t ,h e
employment at the Calloway Manufacturing Company ably do all the way.
score tied at 67-67. Baylor then
Whodunit
—
Really
murder.
located on East Poplar Street-.
downoeurt 'and :motorised
Spring Training — If he could drove
his winnow ane-hander just berun he'd be with the Yankees.
Chance It Tony — Sure to roll fore the gun.
Western Llamas (27-0) meets
boxcars.
Pee Wee — No place among Tennessee AArl tonfgat .n the
final round ,4 the NAIA :eurngian•s.
& TIMES, FILE
ament at Kansas_ City, Weetern
.
-- fitincan ms• Might so well at
Illinois rallied to heat Gears/e- Jahn Wayne co-stars with Janet
Mt-. F. L. K. ,itht. 73. died Fridar. non of paralysis
inem (Ky.), 88-81, and defendThe
Shoe
—
Half-soule
d.
Leigh in Howard Hughes "JET
at her home two miles east of Murray after an illness
Bolero U —No samba in the ing cheimpai Tt nneesee A & I
of t o week,.
PILOT"
in color showing at IC'
tn.('need Textile Seach,)rn I 107
Derby: it's all rock
roll.
The dark fired tobacco market will close on Friday, thole Fi,hin• -- n'They'll
wish 55. In Friday n:gte's
Varsity Theatre starting Sunday
26. 'reed Thurman, secretary of the Murray To- he had.
4bat•••o Board' of Trade, announced this glorning.
Loose Money — Will take a'
The closing date was established at a meeting of the"
u've 16t•
Ambewixt• — Beta/Ott fourth
Murray Toba,'co Board orTrade• at the Swann Tobacco
and last place. .
Company yesterday afternoon.
Jealous — Rightfully so.
.W. B. Moser was elected Principal of Murray High
DragoOKiler — Centuries lat.
School at a meeting of the Board of -Education Thursday
the Trail — Bum.
- night, according t4 an announcement- this morning by
"Satisfaction, Our Best Salesman"
Red Hot Pistol — Needs
Zelna. _Carter-_superintandant- of eity---Schoctisa.-•
butte -prent veer tn cms-cf.mpan..
Coach Carlisle Cutchin, hasketliall mentor at Mui-ray
Advises Caution
Staite. announced that letters have been granted to 191 •There are many . more suo
Metal's:Ts of the Itt.js Thoroughbreds 'age squad. Thcise Iambics handles among the 1;
:named were: .1(7h110. Reagan. Jim Pearce, Charley Snow, r at churnera nominated to It
Zadia• Herrold. John Padfrett.---Rex Alexander, Odell Kentucky Classic and plied thir..
and
'he owners 'woutd be a
Phillips. Jimmie Frank. Harlod Laughary 1ltft
cuecaretut. it- their 'Cu
encier. Harry McGrath. Don Stephens,*Ilerkley Cox,'Tom Because
a leok at the list
reerer,_Tirn Kegula„Don Williams. Charles McKee, Ken- Derby winners
indicates th
- 1-iy Cain and Frank Wendryhoski.
winners sound, as well as rte
. 0 like ieham pions.
Plant at Hazel Opens Monday, March 17)
There is an ear-pleasing tour
of greatness about such as Cow
Fleet. Exlermtnater. War Ado
rat. Wharlaway. 'Bola Ventu:
LEDGER / TIMES FILE
Flying Ebony. Asaault and otin
twit the blanket or Loses
. "Murray' State College receives -an appropriation of. who
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
But get a load of these nee
.$25.0tro to purchase and equip a ,modern farm
in colic ?la:salsa -namecl nags who • fail,
nection with the agriculturial department," Prof. A. Car- in the pas':
POPCORN SEED * FIELD CORN SEED
man atinhanced today,
Bankrupt (need more be said.
f
• City Juchts Ethan Irvan and Chief of Polite Hultman Boole Bela fa blues song finis
FERTILIZER
Parker anpcnini-C4 today the detention of 86 persons on :ng out of the money): But:
charge 'of diunkenesis
on felot-i - charges 8 on dis- Cork (wh), left his backer 1.ANHYDROUS AMMONIA
well es black.; Dogpatc •
orderly calciuct breat!
-hes, 141(1 19 whiskey cases linc.-e- as
was,
hone
)
'a
Alibi
(who
is
January 3.
Kereucks
INN
.J. N. "Buddy" Ryan. well -known youthful Murrayan, h.,uld have stayed Farmer
on one): I.
Friday pnrchased the Ryan
located on the Cause (aptly named): Mr. M.
cornerof North Fourth and Maui, from administrators 4a real nig finishing Ilk'
of the estate of the late %hie Ryan, his father. for a con-. Tanner-;
- who should have b..,
Custom grinding at Stella. Talk to Potts or
:r. one); .The Nut
sideimtion itivoli ing 19.70().00.
real .sql,
Bazrell on contract feeding of hogs and
Harry .1. Fenton. a natiti,' of Philadelphhind for seal: Star Gazer (who ds
,Matirmelq
n
(Jades:ere
dairy
and
or beef cattle.
Is
the last eight , years superintendent of tin:- Ideal
siery chese (which is. wha: those v.
Mill in Maryville Tenn., this ticek, took over the
11-ebe, , n him had after he fipisii•
We have complete lihe of ingredients — just
agership or the NLirrio 1104iery. Mill.,
liccee.(line William' 10th). . • •
LOCAL S.PORTS PLUS
Ain't', whose resignation- be(•anic effective tv,
THE FULL LEASED
tell us how you want your feed mixed ant
j/ZoVe . my po,:
weeks -s „UV
ag ii
_ csnclissiv-ely and show how .
we promise satisfaction.
WIRE OF THE"UNITED
0. Brown, ManalTnt of th(- Pa-al plant of the Southern solutely infallible is this
PRESS
-Bell Telephone Company, said todat• work was at its
ta:
hr at.innanT,res,',ft; I&76 0
WI. DELIVER ANYWHERE
hightsst iwing in the transfer Of flasher type telephones
SPORTS PICTURES by
winnet7 lie was 114
t o WI'
',
for the incumbent ring the • box type which has been
International Soundphoto
in eased up. b.7.
:eky
leng
List since televhonell ww_
4
4
,1,a4 11,14.{4e11_114r.„
,..It was -Vagrant."
, IN,
Final
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QUALITY FEED SERVICE

—

Stella Feed & Seed Co.

Hazel Grain & Milling Co.

2.0 Year's Ago This Week

for

SHELL CORN

Full

SPORT
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Custom Grinding and Mixing
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For Big
'o Enter
3ment
is

victory

hst11.111111111111.1111119:1iirillrar.Twan

heir")E A

iy-'of a state tourney trip for ea.
k and the heartbreak of defeat ai.
the other.
First Game
e
a Benton,
8 30 46 59
as BalTahd
14 25 45 35
Benton (69)
ig
Dailey 15, Gold 8, Peek 6.
a,
Gemmel 18. Peek 10, Duke 2.
Ballard (66)
id
Poole .9, Turner 21, Vaughn t
at
10, Adams 3. Newton 12.
Second Game
i••• N. Marshall
23 44 69 91
[P, Sy mseuja
14 32 48 64
North Marshall (91)
Sties.' 2, Heilala 6. Lampley 20
13 Lorimer 13. Hall 22, Spicelans1.2,
Powell 6. Ricks 20.
Symeonia (64)
It
Gardner 8. Butler 11, Colei 4.7. McClure 24. Smith )4.1

tow,A.

COUNSEL PICKED
IS
s:.
tsII.
ht
as
he

•M•••••

LOS ANGELES 1114 - CRay
Robinson.. :he president of Gelden Gate Fields race traek. aid
tido' he was'honored to mail,*
an appointment as the nationa;
legal counsel for the Jockey's
Guild.

• SATURDAY - MARCH 15, 1958-

as per weed ter one day, minimum of 17 wards for S0 Is per

FOR SALE

I

lor'

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I-Word of sorrow
1.--Lat It stand
9-3itan's
nickname
II-clan
qv,- IS-Woody plant
14-eBulgarlan unit
of currency'
IS-Moccasin
17-Plung•
111-31ohamrn•danIsm
20-1.1d
21-Bny back
33-1.1ciuld
14-Genoa of
saes

ta
tureb
91-ge
Se-Parr or -to

Berrien

211-Musical
Organization
le-Buropean
30-Mature
31-Perform

113-Pueirea.iv•
pronoun
13-curved
molding
34-Trade union
(•birr.)
16-Opening
36-Nautit•al:
cease
37- WIdeawak•
39-Turkish
• regiment
40-Make amends
41-Sick a
42-Ha rd-shellad
fruit
46-Cotiduct
47 -The ream&
4$- Doctrines
49-Sign of zodiac
60-Solar disk
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aRU

ail
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RU
A
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lil

It Ailli
It• 71.4
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a

s

51

3-Unexpected
/went
4-Saint (abbr.)
6-Vapor
I-British
streettar
7-Lamprey
2-Symbol for
tellurium
5-Animated
In-Drink•
II -Without end
IS-Entreaty
IT -Specks
14-Dispatch
2u..1--Vra I.
21-Clerleal (ems r
12-Fmrdiee out
21- Diminish
25-Finrs•'s neck
hair
27-Fncounter
29- Stoll
lin -Opposed
3.- Additional
31-Fees
MI- A waits
eertlemeet
*4- strvone
I°-CIFfee mirth
-Itintring
•
40-s M r. turned:an
-same
41.-A n-er
4' linter-0.w
44

Vropt.ee

Irol'•ov

5.

••••••• S,
..

Position Wanted

SINGER Sewing Machine Sales.
Service on all makes. Phone
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or
after 4:00.
Al2C
Mattresses Rebuilt
new.
Lee
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
Paducah, Ky. Murray representative Tabens Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
TIC

Services Offered
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Er
'0

RU

HOPES Te'r
aaAra, hito

It 014111
1'•
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Trv_h 5 T
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w
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AIR._
EN A
El4
11 04 1 5T
A
L L,S
.
.
15 .
R E SIT
Nisi' • EEst
r
TEA
ATE
S NI DE ELL

DOWN
1-Viper
2-Meadow

al

NOTICE

Answer to Vitatsedav's Puszl•
Fo
TE

eerie

47-Cooled t-'1.1

DEAD

STOCK

removed

free.

Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. C•II long distance
reflect, Mayfield 433, Union City
A7C
1308.

FOR RENT
HAVE TOOLS, Will Iter." Waxers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
lawn rollers. Starks Hardware,
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142.
TIC
2 ROOM furnuohed down stairs
garage aparOoent. 1 in.le from
cisSege on Cold's:tater Road. Call
386-J or 1625.
M18P
BEALE HOTEL. 2 rooms, private bath, $8. weekly. Room
with twin beds, $4. Housekeeping room, $6.
M 15C
5 ROOM HOUSE, sun porch,
utility room. Vacent by March
17. $50 month. 423 S. 9"11. Call
9109.
M15C
GAlid44E APT., newly decorated, electrically Es:pepped. Aciults
only. Rowlett Apartments, 711
Main Street. Ph ane 867-J after
4:00 pm.
M15C

l
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Bus. Opportunities

•
•
MOCERINKTIC CHURCH-At top is a vow of the sanctuary of the
new $1,500,000 First Presbyterian Church of Stamford, Conn.
The six-story-high revolutionary structure resembles a tie
gantic abstract fLsh-ancient symbol of Christianity-.-with its
eloping walls formed partially of stained leweled glass embedded in precast concrete and steel frames. At bottom is an
interior view,showing the big stained glass window above the
wall behind altar of the chapel of the parish unit of the church.'

Dale & Stubblefield Drug
PRESCRIPTIONS

CARD OF THANKS

WE1StMI

irchitecrs sketch anew' how the
Which will house the American
rters just outside Cleveland will
$2000000 structure will feature
e, or "'space lattice," 250 by 103
Wing of concrete and steel will
we a 40O-fiat-diameter garden
will be used. (international)

Members of the Tennessee Val- manufactuerrs of mixed goods;
ley Authority's Board of Di- ten representatives of the Soil
rectors saki today that as TVA and Water Conservation Branch
nears the completion of its first of t h e Agricultural Research
25 years of service, the agency Service, USDA; members of the
faces the future with confidence fourelliegional Soil Research
that the basis has been laid Committees, representing state
PART TIME work as meat cut- for Federal-state-local coopera- experiment stations; and memter or grocery clerk. Age 43, 25 tion which in the next quarter bers of TVA's research staff.
years experience. Faentlaar with century will bring even greater Among participants are agronoself - service meat department, benefits to the' region and the mists of the American Potash
Institute,w
can cut by hand or power saw, Nation.
TVA's silver anniversary date
While industry representatives
wrap, label merchandise, etc. In
is
May
18,
for it was on May frequently visit TVA's laborabusiness for sail for nine years_
IS,
1933,
that
the TVA Act of tories and plants primarily to
Write Box 32-N.
bi17C
Congress, providing for the de- study production problems, this
velopment of the natural re- week's meeting marks the •first
sources of the Tennessee Valley TVA - sponsored joint fertilizer
LOST & FOUND
region, became law with the evaluation conference with sesignature of President Roose- lected research agronomists from
LOST: Dental brasses. Wire and
velt.
the fertilizer industry and Govpin
lucite.
Resembles
bnicilge
In its statement, the Board ernment.
without teeth. Reward. liione said:
Rainfall averaged 3.59 inches
1765-J.
"The past 25 years were, in in the Tennessee Valley during
effect, formative years for TVA. February, or 1.12 inches below
The progress achieved in joint !the 65-year average for the
efforts with the people of the month of 4.71 inches, TVA reregion and their institutions has ported today. January rainfall
HOUSEWIVES! Barn extra indeed been impressive. Today was more than two inches below
money during your spare hours. he program conceived in the normal for that month.
Mrs. B. averages $1.62-per.
'hour. interest of integrated basin deThe fall east of Chattanooga
Pleasant work. No car or even- velopment, is recognized as a in February averaged 4.20 inches,
ing work required. Should have guide for the employment of almost up to the long term
12 or more spare hours per nature's resources.
average of 4,56 inches. However.
"We are confident that the west of Chattanooga it measured
week. Write Mrs. Bette Piercey,
P.O. Box 1006, Jackson, Tenn., next 25 years will bring advances only 2.98, inches, compared with
or phone Jackson 2-1880 ar3er as great or greater than in the the 65-year mean of 4.88 inches.
8:00 pin, if rural include direc- past, developing increasing Highest
recording
were
at
tions to tune -and phone num- strength and solidarity between Cheoah Dam, 6.75 inches; Chathe
Federal
Government a n d tuge Dam, 6.62 inches; "and Hiber:
M17C
state and local governments as wassee Dam, 6.42 inches. Lowest
it has developed a close, volun- were at Kentucky Dam, 1.50
tary. working partnership with inches; Johnsonville, 1.65 inches;
hundreds of local organizations and Savannah, 1.84 inches.
and institutions. We expect it
Runoff at Chattanooga measurELDERLY MAN wants 2 or 3
to continue as a boon to private ed 2.54 inches, compared with
its
unfurnished
apartment initiative,
and,.as a major con- the mean for the month of 3.29
near court house by April 1St.
tributor to the security of the inches. At Kentucky it measured
State paraculaes. Write Box 32Nation."
2.39 inches, compared with the
M, Murray, Ky.
1TP
The Board said it was gratify- mean of 3.41 inches.
ing to learn that a number of,
communities are planning special
events to commemorate 25 years
of service by TVA.
We voisiti to expreas our
TVA expects son to release
cere appreciation to our friends a new motion picture which
and neighbors who have hetped describes TVA operations. It will
In so many ways since OUT be available to schools, clubs,
house burned. We are griateful and other organizations on an
to you and can never forget acivance booking basis for use in
anniversary programs.
yotzr lonsinese to us.
Agronomists representing most
Mr. & Mrs. Claud Farmer
of the Nation's fertilizer producers are meeting this week with
TODAY'S NEWS TODAY IN
agronomists from TVA. the U. S.
rHE DAILY LEDGER & TIMES Department of Agriculture, and
state experiment stations, for
an exchange of Information arid
viewpoint on research progress
and needs. The conference which
TO HONOR REVERIE- The Pest
ended March 13 was held at
Office Department announced
that
this 25-cent Paul Revere
TVA's Fertilizer-Munitions DeFuneral Home
stamp would go on sale in Bosvelopment
Center
at
Muscle
ton, April 18. That is the 183rd
Shoals, Ala.
Service - Equipped
anni
y of Revere's faParticipating were 50 industry
with Oxygen
mous midnight ride warning
representatives of the major porthe,countryside around Let.
- Friendly Service - tion of the fertilizer itadustry
Ingtea and Concord, Mass,,
311 N. 4th St.' Ph, 98 engaged in nitrogen, phosphate
that Ube Br2Ush were coaling.
and polish production, and the

for three days, Classified ads aro payable In advance.

of Lynn'Grove, at TayStore.
M17P

TOY. BCPSTON Bull Dog, 8 Wits. CLUB HOUSE, on shores of
old. Charlie Tolley. Phooe'1209 Kentucky Lake. Ideal fix- two
or 37.
M15P parties or some club, best fishLog on Ky. Lake, has five rooms,
screened porch 20 x 60. Easy
9 MILK GOATS, some register- terms
For !offal-neatam
write
ed, two fresti, others tai freshen. Box 807, or cal 36, Baths, Tenn.
See E. C. Morton, 51/2 miles
•
M17C
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%MIT HAS MAPPENED
Soon as )oung Brad Dolan who is
th. stw, •rt ped in elan..
Boa- li for • two weeks vs. soon from
his charter-boat busineari he became
enmeshed in an Intrigue As he was
teeter turned away from • hotel hermitse be belted • raserratiost • 0,4
he'd never ...en before greeted him
as her Aimee and insisted that the
hotel clerk dive him • morn.
.Sb. inaa Marta Blanding. ilancite
In the that slow of the hotel's night
club Sh• had singled out itrad as
• protector against • man who was
sgo ins on her mensp iugly She did
not want to eppcal to police berattae
-she was fearful of the consequences
t!pori being premed for -triode,
Maria eolinded to tired that she had
knowledge of the hiding place of
IOW OM. She promised him half if
he would protect her till sloe pp
covered it.
Brad was to meet Maria at her
cabana after the evening show. .le
found her rahana unocrupied and
fresh bloodstains were on the rug.
Confiisrd tired left the plat a as Le
had found it When picked up cy
the poll,• for questioning the nett
morning Prad did not tell them he
found I wrap of paper there bearing
the name and address of %oak
Forbes • Upon being rt•leased. lead
wept-la a newspaper office to s..ek
In its alas information about Jack
Forbes who strimgely disappeared
Ito followed tip a lead the new4p•per
files ease him by questioning Forbes'
tvorter employer. Tom Lear....

Cortese°, the way Jack Forbes lute nved in some flea nag on
was Anything to keep flying, te the wrong side of town
And.
turn a few bucks"
Like I said, just before he quit
"So that was Forbes. huh? IIML and just about the tame he
Tramp pilot."
took tip oath this tioro,i,1 rue nioVed
Lear sipped his drink. "He was tato an expensive apartment in
all the tramp pilots rolled into Coral Gables. Bought a five
one, Dolan. Hardled that air- thousand dollar convertible
All
plane like a dream. Couldn't talk this, of course, was before he
If you tied his hands behind him went to work ter CCA. Kept the
Never
over
got
his wartime apartment and the convertible
medals and clippings. Drank too here in Miami all the time he was
much and was a sticker for any working for CCA."
doll who'd tell him what a great
"Maybe Carrasco gave him a
big romantic flyer-type he was." big advance to make sure he
"Sucker for the dolls. huh?"
wouldn't chicken out on the deal."
Lear waved his empty glass in
"Could be. But Jack was the
the air. His face was flushed and type guy who'd never keep things
his voice hag started eofnirfltsr• to himself. I think he'd have
little thick. Either •he wasn't told me about any deal with Carmuch of a drinker or he'd had rase° as soon as he'd made It."
his nose in a Jug before he'd ar"You two were pretty close
rived at the Riptide. Probably, friends, then. Right?"
thought., the latter was true.
"Hell, not I pick my friends a
The Waitress caught his signal. little more carefully than that!
He ordered rounds for both of us. The guy worked for me. He was
He turned to me.
a first class pilot who'd logged
"A sucker for the dolls Is right. plenty of flying time. He did
You know, there's a certain type his job. I didn't have to like
.
of dame goes for flyer-types. him."
Think it's romantic, or some"All this crush he was throwing,
thing. All that wild blue yonder around before he went to work
CHAPTER 11
I TOIED to make It sound cas- stuff sends 'ern, or something. for CCA. You say he'd taken up
t 'Oil. "These things' you said Jack Peahen was a good-Molting tottb this girL Maybe it Waii bet
Forbes did for Cerresco," I said. guy, and r guess he had a lot of money."
lie shook his head. "She lives
"The hush-hit:4h missions. He ten natural charm, looking at it from
a woman's viewpoint. There was well. faut I don't think she had
you about these?"
one babe used to hang around my that klhd of money." He took a
Toni Lear shrugged. "Some of place all the time when Jack was
Song drink from his glass. "Say,"
them. He Was in Miami a good working for me. A looker."
he said soddenly. 'This stuff Em
deal after he went to work for
He gulped at his drink. His telling you doing you any good!"
CCA.' I had a few drinks with face was even redder now. "She
"'Yeah," I said. "Sure. I tied
him. He never Rave me any de- dtchrt realize, or didn't care, that to know what kind of a guy
tails. I told him once he was the. guy was a bum." He sighed
Forbes was before I could start
getting in pretty deep. He said deeply and made an obvious efwriting about him. Everything
he knew IL He said the dough fort to relax. "Well, this kid, you've
told me helps. Character,
was so interesting he tiated to Morris her name Is, Joan Morris,
background, human interest ...."
pull out."
is a real looker, like I say. Some
He checked his watch and
"What sort of a man teas he, sort of a model or something at winced. He finished his drink and
Tom? In the papers he waft a Muni Reach. Has plenty of Mood, a little unsteadily.
He
boy hero, a sort of an over-age money, it seems. Jack had a way leaned on the table and stared at
Eagle Scout."
of playing hard to get that work- me. "Y'know, Dolan, when we
Lear shrugged. "He was like ed real good for him as far as first started talking about this
a whole lot of guys, Dolan. War- women were concerned. For a thing I advised you to drop It,
time oilots. They got their taste while the only way this Josue Wr- Forgetabout IL"
of excitement and glory,during its this blonde, coulA get him to
I grinned. "Yeah. .Noy
the war. Kids, then, most of 'em. spend time with her Wag by would be interested in reading
Experts at their trade and they chartering one of my airplanes about Forbes. And I wooldn't be
knew nothing else. Some of them and making me promise Jack able to get any' information on
stayed on In the air corps, but a would fly It!"
him. What'd you say the name
lot of the others couldn't stand
It sounded to me as if the of the babe was? Jack's girlthe routine, the rules and regula- guy had been making a joke. I friend?"
tions, the slow promotions, of a thought that unfit I looked at
"You wouldrt:t be thinking of
peacetime air corps. Some of him. He saw no humor in the seeing her?"
them caught on with the big air- situation. Ills Jaw was clenched, "Why not? She knOw Forbes
lines as pilots and co-pilots. Lots his lips tensed Rao thin lines. pretty well, didn't she? I'll try
of them couldn't stand that rou- Here is a man, I thought, that and see her tonight. Right away."
tine. After flying wartime mix- takes things hard. Probably teed
He straightened. "I . . . I
stens, Jockeying a DC-6 Was JUR( off because broads preferred can't think of her name. Dolan.
about. an exciting as driving a Forbes to him. rd never known Jean. That's IL Jean somethingbum. So. Take away the kids Forbes. of ("nurse, but even then or-other."
who were mature eoough to set- I couldn't blame them. All this
"Okay, Tom," I said. By this
tle down and tend the shpp, the tenseness would be enough to time I'd remembered the name
ones who stayed In the air corp, were any girl off. This charac- myself.
the ones who settledr for a good ter needed a lesson in how to be
He spoke slowly now, fighting
steady Job with the airlines, you loose.
the slur from his voice. "Theta's
"So what happened?" I asked, another reason why you should
still got a few left over. The
They're flying
He said morosely, 21tie finally let this thing lie, Dolan. Stop
tramp pilots.
through
get and poking into it."
charter planes
the Ca- stopped playing ha
ribbean for guys like me. They're started playing house with the
"I'm listening."
flying supplies over the Andes doll. And tist about this time
"You're very apt to buy Tourfor oil companies They're taxi- he quit me. CAMP into a wad of self a long nap. The longest."
lie walked mit and left me
ing safaris into the Belgian Con- doegh, shmehow. Before this he
go Or they're on some 'tort of a Was in hock to me half the time with 'the bill.
shady job for some big shot like Drove • twenty-year-old jalopy
(To Bo Coistbissed)

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
Phone 262
104 East Maple St.

WALLIS PRIM
Will Be OPEN This Sunday

Max. H. Churchill

for your Drug. Prescription and Sundry Need&
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11 :00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. foe Church flour

NANCY

by Ernie Bushnailler
DENTIST

DENTIST

ABBIE an' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Bursa
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ME! I -I'm PRETTY HAPPY
5,SIR... REAL
MYSELF

yES-YES,WE'Ll. OE AT. THE'TRAIN
TO PICK YOU -UP. AND - AND I
WANT YOU TO KNOW HOW
MART)-4A AND I FEEL
ABOUT THIS -

-

LILY ABNER
FCY HONEST ABE'S
SAKE AN CAIN'T
MARRY NOBODY
W140 HAtKIT AS
.../E'.;T PLAIN 400D-

by Al Can)
-AS Lit
ABNER WAS
--OR-AS--YO'

COME TO
TH INK OF

WAY AM FIGGERSIT'S BETTER TO HAVE
A FEW YEARS WIF A
NICE OtE MAN;TI-IAN
HUNDERDS 0'YEARS
WIF A YOUNG BUM!!

BUT-0-11113,
I'M OLD!!-1

NOT?

LONG TO
L,IVE!!
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SATURDAY — MARCH 15, 1958

Ballard Memorial Out As

Indians Try For Big
Tie Tonight To Enter
tate Tournament

teeleTED PRESS
let at Murray
Benton 59 Ballard Memoria 55
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBL.SHER
By JOHN GRIFFIN
State vs. Oklahenta Seate
North Marehall 91 Semsonia 64
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
United Press Sports Writer
At San Francisco: Oaigloen..a
2nd at Hopkinsville
or Pubec Voice items/ which, in our opinion, are not for the best
,
1..g:n EL...tine's dramatic 30- vs. Seattle.
South Hopkins 79 Dalton 71
tolageet of our readers.
f.. ati it eeth rem see,,rue left
The Charkete
winner
will Toad County 61 Crofton 59
play and
Kansae State's ,..meet the Lexington wanner at
3rd at Henderson
STATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1361 to
alestiroe. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York, 307 N. Michi- eseeppaig" of Osar Bober:sun Louisville, Ky., March 21. far Henderson Douglass 61
gan Ave, releases, 80 Bolyston St., Sosten.
were the htghkghes of the NC- the eastern NCAA ehampiense- h
Henderson County 51
basketball teurnament todray the Lawrence winner will nice: Daviess County 70, Bremen 46
Entered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentecky, for Ifansraission as AA
ging :nto the teal rouacke ,,f the San Feancisce vetaiie: at
4th at Central ity
Second Class Matter
the feur regionai eernanati.ms. the same Ate the eame night ; Beaver Dam 58
•
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, ;er week 20e, per
Muleenberg Central 56
Bayler uncorked the most sni- for :he western title. The folWriZIEMBILi*Mrs'''
•
'1111.1.1.111WarWNI
Mouth 85e. In Calloway and edsoining counties, per year,
Dangerous Ballard Memorial 10. J. D. Gatemel led the Indians victory that will mean the j
$3-50: elut- pe:en: ba.sket so. tar in the lowing neght eastern a,nd weed- Breckinridge- Coune, 85
e/Isere, $5.50.
&Tweet out of the rirst Regional sepriag wiei 18 points. Dailey of a stale tourney trip fur one
Brownsville .53
..:-• earresal Fry night' to ere chafnies clash for the naTournament.. hat night as the chalked up 15 points andsPeck and the heartbreak of defeat fie
5th at Bowling Green
gee Se.arttlle a 69-67 etotory tional crown.
SATURDAY — MARCH 15, 1958
Benton Weans fought Lit. -Le tossed in 10.
the other.
over San Francisco in the regiThe National Invitation TOUT- Bowling Green High Street 54
Bombers, 59-55. to gain entrance
College High 49
First Game
North Marshall epened t he
onal at San Francisco.
naznern,a190 resuines today with
into, the finals tonight. It the game with
2-0 lead on a Benton
8 30 46 59
• Rebereson, Baykire arcti-rival
6th -at CampeeilsvlIl
twos_ Avit-sl-shcade!•s.
affair -North
ar
14 251.
s e
ler the niteonal ezurmg
BIBLE THOUGHT FORTODAY
-the -alseenixat,
N.tagare-xav-s. Campbellsville Duziearn 62 --- -- rolled over syrnsonia. 91-64.
atirt
ver. in difficulty An -aures
9
ne
ing
1.44
vi eatw
(
(5
59
5)
)
—
iiconshcp, fouled out with four ier -est—etteo (lust ...wild)
Lebanon Rosewald 49
and
Marshall County rivals, Ben- the Rough etieders of Synonia,
Dailey 15, Gold 8, Peek 6,
Hodgenville 54 Bloomfield 51
minutes lett to play in overtme Uttah-fet. John's (quarte:
to'n•
and
North
Marshall,
Wilt thou call this an acceptable day to
will
Gemmel
18. Peck 10,, Duke 2.
at Lawrence. Kens, as his Cin- At night, it's Fordharn-St. Fran7th at LoultelRle
meet for the fourth tune this
The Jets led 23-14 at the end
Ballard
St. Xavier 58. Fern Creek 37
annati teem bowed to Kansas cis- (Pa.) (first round) and'
the Lord.
St.
tonight.
et.aeun
Isaiah 58:5.
1
he
North Mar- o
hfaltfthiernef.rst
quarter and 44-32 at
Poole 9, Turner 21, Vaughn t_
i
,8-80. The defeats of Cin- Bona venyaiee-St. Joseph's ' Pa-) Manual 54 Eastern 45
shall
-lets have emerged vic. 10, Adonis 3. Newton 12.
8th at Owenton
emnatie and San France:see plus (quarter-finale
torious in two of the three
Four players on.. the North
Second Gams I
.
•-"Heathen !religions have many days they
Shelbyville 68 Grant County 55
that of Wee Virginia on TuesSouth Dakota Takes C'row'
encounters. Tonight's clash will squad scored in double figures N. Marshall
23 44 69 91
Shepherdsville 78
call lucky and as many -are unlucky. Christday, cemplete a ea-an eweeti the
The feel neuonal champion -"Pleasurevil
decide which of the two top in recording the triumph. Hall Symsonia
14 32 48 61
le -67
ians have no such delusion. All-days are alike
teems ranked 1-2-3 in the. ma- was crowned
First Regiag• powers will make led 'the way with 22 points.
Friday night at
North Marshall "(91)
9th at Florence
ten at the end of the regular Es
—great days to be 'alive.
the trip of the-elect sixteen" Both Lampley and Ricks he for
trxi., when South Covington Catholic 75
Stice 2, Heilala 6. Lampley 211.
son.
to the *tate tournament: An 26. Irerimer .connected ter 13 Latimer If, Hall 22, Splceland
Dakota, led by Junnly Daniels'
ErlangerSt. -Henry 49
2.
Tonight's Action
over flow crowd ie expected to beforeefeuling out.
40 penntis, vehipped St. Michael's
Powell 6, Ricks 20.
10th at Cynthiana•
Here's the lineup for the re- of Vermont, 75-53, in_the
;
gather
at
MSC
the
Spetess
Arena
.Larry
McClure.
star
guard
Syrnsonia
far.
Cynthiana 62 N. Middletown 53
(64)
gesnal finals tenight:
tor lhe event.
or the let:AA small'college Paris Western 74 Maysville
theeSeensonia Rough Riders, ht
Gardner 8, Butler II. Cole 4
'
.
84
Al
Cheriotte,
Benton
took
NiC.:
the
Temple
tuurnament
but
tip
Ballard
vs.
24
for
.
points.
Butler
had 11 and R
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
•. 7, McClure 24. Smith Is
11th at Lexilgton
•4.
Dartmeuth
the lead in the opening pt
•
But that easy win was over- Lafayeee 60 Harrodsburg 57
Smith tossed in 10.
Lexington.
w city Hall _and_Gas.
At
and
the
Herilding
Bombers
Ky.:
ran
up
shodowed
a
very
12
Notre
4
since
Meth
by
$12(1.000
the chaneeliceits
COUNSEL PICKED
Marshall's
_._12theat Somerset- •
lead.' Memorial held a six-poin
Dame vs,- Kentucky
the mia.bir-csallege show a.; Bay- . Monticello 70 Parksteile 61
n over Benton in the finals
Sewer Plant, Expansion
$125,000
• A: Lawrence. Kans.: Ka twee kir led his team Le' victory
advantage
at
the
end
of
the
the
of
distric• tournament last
13th at Middlesboro
IS ANGELES
and '
— C. Ray
first quarter, 14-8.
Planning and Zoning Commission with
•
week people have beetrspeetilat- Robinson, 'hi' president of G4,1Robertson tat led. Robertson, Hall 72 Corbin 59
The
Indians
with 30 jeeree
.
scored
six
conseing
on the outcome of a pos- den .Gate Fields rece track, said
Evoort•s Clay County 56 Bell County 54
Professional Consultation
cutiveepoints at -eke outset of sible Meeting in the regional. today
-35, nimeeed the rsalional scut Ir.g
14th at Hazard
he was honored to accept
the
second-qua
rter
to
pull
within
the two powers tangle tonight an appeintment as the national
Is
last, however, welt a 34.37 Hazard 79 Breathitt County
•
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
15-14.
With
point
one
four nun- 'Possibility IS now reality -as legal counsel . for the
Whitesburg 59 Curdle '53
average- to Baylerk 33.68.
Jockey'l
utes
to
go
big
J. 'D. Gammel in a fight to the finish for the ;Guild.
15th at Peastonsburg
Here's
how
Friday
Industrial Expansion. -• •
night's
knotted the count for the first
Meade Stem. 63 Sandy Beek 61
games went:
Sidewalks, Curbs, Gutters.
time,
19-all.
Seconds later Ben, At Charlotte Temple nipped Oil Springs 67 Prestonsburg 75
ton took • its first lead of the
Widened Streets in some areas.
16th at Morehead
Maryiand, 11-67, and
By OSCAR FRALEY '
contest'. on a bucket by little
Dart- Olive Hill
75 Sharpsburg 53
Continued Home Building.
mouth's
Ivy
United Press Sports Writer
League
celerities _Clark County
Monte Peck. Jerry Newton and
68 Winchester 35
ouseed
Menhatten,
NEW
YORK
Airport
Ir
—
79-tn,
r
A
Ed Turner combined efforts to
for
--,.Murray.
by
a eur•
,ny other name may, as they preengly easy wan over the team
tie the scare, 25-25, but Benton
City Auditorium
‘y, please the proboscis but :hat eerrenated regular sta.ert
scteed five straight points to
MC KAY LOSES
, u've got tse prIve it in the champion Weet Virteniteet
-lead. 30-25 at halftime.
.1/4 orld of sporl.
Gemmel •sedeed for the Indiefes
Hawkins' Scores 31
'
' If anybody named- Algernon. - At Lex.egt..re
Netee Dame
CAIRO. Egypt IP — Nicola as the second Mal( gut underway
Fauntleruy or even Oscar ever ripped Ineeina. 9447. as Tom Pie:rangeli and Giuseppe Siert° but the stubborn Bomissrs fought
wen the heavyweight champion- Hawne seenee 31 ?petals and meet Sunday in an all-Italian back and Gene Poole pushed
LEDGER & restee FILE
ship of the World it has escaped crippled Indiana
by - di.uw,ng final . of Cairo's International Ballard into the lead again. 35-34
the. historians of the ring. And fouls. Threeetmt: NCAA
clump Tennis Tournament. Pietrangeli with four minutes remaining in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield and Mr. and nobody tagged Aubrey or Chet- K,eneucky %imply romped
the period. Awe-saw battle for
over i reached the final round by upsetting Barry MacKay of Dayton the lead saw Benton out on
Mrs. Vernon :Stubblefield. Jr., will hold open house at mondolay stands out in memory Miami of Ohio. 94-70.
ite
Ohio. 17-19, 6-4. 8-2. 6-2. while t,,P te' one slim point. 46-45,
26 pe.nts by Wayne Embry.
the home en toe .4srM'ereenuitle on Poplar Street, Sunday as• a muscular marvel.
'
1 Which brings us to the titles
At Lawrence: After Robtreeen ' Merlo beet Badr Eisen of Egypt, the end et he third stanza
atternuon, .11aren - la.
la the heyburne_rs nominated f••aled
__
Monte Peck added to
--• --- •
Benout
th-nahnati - coach * 6-1. 6-2. 6-2_
The occasion 174i1---be in compliment to Mr. and Mrs. I fc.r the Kentucky
i
ton cause with a
Derby 'ha'. Gt• .rge Smith
goal as
cemp'a.ned about
Vernon Stuobielleta. Sr.. who will 'celebrate their 50th I (rum the sound of
the Indians •• ek the -exiting
their monick- three ectorging"
sue called
wedding anniversary.
ere. are more likely to 'wind against
tip but Ed
ram
Okleherna
eisate
Sam Foy: lather of S. V. Foy of Murray, passed , up in a photo finish at the glue
baskets to
aditak this. contest,
cruahed Arkansas. 65-40, as 6-9
away at his home on iit- D I. Wingo. this morning at two factery
49-49.
Hard was able to tie
Arlen Clark strewed the way
1. There are some likely sounding
'he
ore on two other occasions,
o'clock.
kit Mt
wah 20 points.
-53. and 55-55. But each time
Galen Gdugh. once billed as the world's strongest :candidates for the rose run.
HONEYCOMB DOME—This architect's sketch shows how the
:Such as. in one man's opinion.
e
Dan
Geld
broke
At San Francisco: Cal .urrea
the deadlock
man, will appear in Murray on .March 23rd at the Mule
re se and untlaiiitl building which will house the American
' steeds named Kentucky Pride. •eisiely downeci
; wi'h a one-hand jump -shut.
!Mahe State, 54Day Celebration sponsored by the Daily Ledger & Times ;Kentucky
Eeeety,tor
Metals headquarters just outside Cleveland will
King. Jewel's Rewarci, 43. as Earl Retiineen
Peck added a charity eiss to
exec ece•and the Murray Rescue Squad.
look when completed. The $2.000,000 structure will feature
'Liberty Ruler and. Kind of Slick. ing hinters
..ccount for :he final scope 59-55.
with
13
po:nts.
aluminum
geodesic dome, or "space lattice," 254) by 103
In
an
August Wilson. owner of the Wilson Insurance- and :Silky Sullivan.
Ed Turner was high point
:he Seattle-San Franc:re, game,
feet. The semi-circular building of concrete and steel will
Real Estate Agency, announced today that he is opening I • , . Some Other Names
man for the contest with ` 21
the stage was sot for Baylor
be on three levees, and have a 400-foot-diameter garden
in his new location at 303 past Main Street. next to the 1 But get a load of some of e•hen Art
points. Newton articled-et tor the
•
Day ef San Francisco
piazza. A variety of metals will be used. (International)
' these others: .
Bombers and Vaughn pushed in
•
Beale Hotel.
missed one
two free throws
Coasaine — Which he'll. prob- Witt'
-Over one thousand people have applied thus far for
15 .-yet-r)ndei. leaving : h e
employment ,at .the Calloway Manufacturing Company ably do all the way.
cere teed te
Baylor •
lihedunit =e Really murder.
drove downeeert and anal:irked
located on East Puplar Street. '
Spring Training — If he could
his winnang oneehande just berun he'd be- with the Yankees.
Chance It Tony = Sure to roll feee the gun.
Western Ilene
(27-0) meet'
boxcars.
tonight .n the
Pee Wee — No place anveng, Tennessee
final. rou
of the NAIA euurnLEDC,ER & TiMES F,LE
giants.
Hubcap — Might gele?..e11.- at ament t Kansas Qty. Western
te beat George- John Wayne GO -Stars with Janet
.
Mr-. F. L. -Knight. '73. died Friday- noon of paralysis Indianapolis.
n (KY-). Weill. and defend- Leigh in Howard
The
Shoe
--.
Half-soule
d.
Hughes -JET
at her home two miles east of Murray after an illness
ing clesrnie ea Tteneeme A &
Bolero U —No samba in,
I
of two week.s.
showing
PILOT"
color
trouncen
in
at the
Tempe Souehern. 110Derby: i•'s all rock n' roll/
The dark fired tobacco market will close on Friday,
Gone Fishin' — T
'11 wish 8.5, in Friday night's semi-finale. Varsity Theatre starting Sunday
March 26. Cecil Thurman, secretary of the Murray TO- he had.
•
ha,
(i.•• Board - of Trade, announced this morning.
Loose Money
Will take all
Theeclosing date was established at a meeting of the, y4411111* get.
Ambit
Betwixt fourth
Murray Tuba, co Board of Trade at the Swann Tobacco
and I
place.
Company yesterday .afternoon.
alous
Rikhtfully so.
13, Moser was elected Principal .of Murray High
Draein Kiler — Centuries.late
School- at a- meeting -of the Board of Education Thursda
Hit the 'trail — Bum.
.
night, according to an announcement this morni
by -Bed eHut
Needs
-ZrIrti47-irrterv---,etrprrintfirde-rrt- of city sehrrolsc
or vest in this comps:
,
utter'n-r
•
Coach Carlisle Cutchin. basketball mento
Advises Caution
t M)irray
• Stale. announced that' letters have been • anted to 19 There are many more sti
mt.mbers of the 191!•5 Trin'ough-breds (
e squad. Those hr rribles handles amen/ the I
named were: Johnny Reagan. JIM P
ce. Charley Snow, eet churners• nominated to Ini
Kentucky (einem and you'd think
Zadia Herrold. John Padgett,
ex Alexander.. Ode4I
the owners would b(:1 little__
•Phillips Jimmie Iruirtk. Hurl(
Laughary. -Clifton Carb- more carOul
theiet currency
ender: Harry McGrath,
ephens, Berkley (-fix, Tom Because a 'wilt 3' 91e list
/Milk
•
Peelatr. •Vrn Regula. Don
illiams. (Merle- McKee, Ken- Derby wirmer, indicates the
ny - Cain and Frank -NW.ndryhoski.
winners sound. .as well as rur.
•
like chainpione.
(Plant at Hazel Opens Monday, March 17)
There is an ear-pleaSing Intl,
of. greatness about such as Cow,
;it..
Fleet. Exterminator. War Admiral, Whirlrissay, Bold Ventur
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Meng Ebony. Assault and We •
Who took the blanket or roses
'.‘lurray- State College receives an appropriation of
.But get -a load
these mon$25,0011 to purchase and equip a modern farm in con- Is.ri,tisty-naiiied
nags who rail
nection with the agricorturial department." Prof: A. Car- in the past:
•
Man announced
Bankrupt (need more be said");
City Judge Et
• lrvan and Chief of - Police Burman Boole Boole (a blues -song finishParker aletiounced•today the detention of $O persons on ing out of the mones e Burnt
charge - of drunkeness,
on te-lony- charges. •ht On dis- Cork (wile left his backers blue;
ordi.rly i..nilduct breaches, and 19 whiskey cases -since as well as black': Dogpatch (he
Nash Huney's
(who needee
January
one). Ken•ucky Farmer (
J. -N. "Buddy" Ryan: well known ytarthful Murrayan, cheuld have stayed on once:
I.
Friday purchased the Ryan I:inkling, located on the Cause (aptly namede Mr. Mee t
corner of 'North Fourth and
from administrators 4a real dr g finishing 16'iel ; I
of the estate ot the late JOE. Ryan, hls filthier, for
a con- Tannery (who should have- been I
Custom grinding at Stella. Talk to Potts
or
:r.• one). The Nut (a real squirei
side,keen'
vok ing 1!19,700.00. . •
Bazzell on contract feeding of hogs
and
Harry .P. FelitOti..a native of Philade•lphia and for rule: Star Gazer (who digit
dairy or beef cattle.
the last eight years superinteudent of the Ideal hosiery Wall Melon I indeed), and 11-'W Chf.s VThiett is' what those v. •'*
Mill in Marys
Tenn:, thi:
tonk fiver thIe man- bet n him had after he finisa.
We have complete line of ingredients — .rust
agership of the Marrio 41Frtiery
sui-ceeding %Valium loth).
•
Agolf, whose resignation becarne_7(•ffecti‘e. t‘%0 weeks
tell us' how you want your feed 'nixed
s'-;• just to. prove. my pee,.
and
ago.
cenclualifely and show hew abwe Promise .satisfaction
..̀1-.). Brown, manager of the local plant of -tint Sontherit
t iits;:at names.. pay ne attente
• Bell Telephone' Compan . said today work se as at its ot,
hikhest
ing intthe transfer of flasher type telephon
es twint'n,:„..N1b.ien",„.,,ofs thlt,c41/847,6topo'v",
for the incumbent ring the /pox.
ne which has been in
eased. up, by• two• 'env
y hs
use slat' telephones were established- here.
)es, his name. - 11. was "Vogul!:
____•
By
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For
lo Enter
3ment
as victory that will mean the j
.?y of a state tourney trip fur one
ac and the heartbreak of defeat for
the _other.
First Game
e
a Benton
8 30 46 59
Balla rd
14 254
Benton (59)
Dailey 15, Gold 8, Peek el,
a,
Gammel 18, Peck 10, Duke 2.
Batlard (55),
Poole 9, Turner 21, Vaughn t
at
10, Adams 3. Newton 12.
Second Game
.
es N. Marshall
23 44 69 91
gymsoma
14 32 48 64
Is.
North Marshall "(91)
or
Slice 2, Heilala 6. Lampley 2"
13 Lorimer 13. Hall 22, Spiceland
Powell 6, Ricks 20.
Symaonia (64)
Jr.
Gardner 8. Butler 11, Cole 4
itti
NI Bilge:. 7, McClure 24, Smith lu

g

COUNSEL PICKED_

_

LOS ANGELES MN — C. Ray
Robinson, The president of Golden -Gate Fields race track. said
today he was honored to areal.;
an appantment as the national,:
legal t.ournel . for the Jockey's
Guild.

!IATIJADAY•
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TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER
Members of the Tennessee Val- manufactuerrs of mixed goods;
ley Authority's Board of Di- ten representatives of the Soil
rectors sale today that as TVA and Water Conservation Branch
siiitio4, of Lynn Grove, at Taynears the completion of its first of the Agricultural Research
25 years of service, the agency Service, USDA; members of the
lor). Store.
M17P
faces the future with confidence four Regional Soil Research
that the basis has been laid Commetees, representing state
TOY BOSTON Bull Dog, 8 \tics. CLUB HOUSE, on shores of
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales. PART TIME work as meat cut- far Federal-state-loeal coopera- experiment stations;
and memold. Charles Totley. Phone 120 Kentucky Lake. Ideal for two
Service on all make, Phone ter or grocery clerk. lige 41,
26 tion which in the next quarter biers of TVA's research 'staff.
or 37.
M15P panties or scene club, best fish- Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00
or years experienice. Familiar with century will bring even greater Among participants are agronoing on Ky. Lake, has five rooms, after 4:00.
Al2C self - service meat deiaartmerst, benefits to the region and the mists of the American Potash
screened porch 20 x 60. Easy
Institute.
can curt by hand or pewt.v saw, Nation.
9 MILK GOATS. aane reitster- Wrens. For information
write Mattreases
Rebuilt
Lice
TVA's silver anniversary date
new. wrap, label merchandise, etc. In
While industry representatives
ed, two fresh, others to. freshen. Box 807, or call 36, Pans,' Tenn.
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co., business for self for
is May 18, for it was on May frequently visit TVA's laborarune years.
See E. C. Morton,
miles
Ml7C Paducah, Ky. Murray represen18,
1933,
that
the TVA Act of tories and plants primarily to
Write Box 32-iN.
MITC
Congress, providing for the de- study production problems,. this
tatv e Tabers Uphookstery Shop,
velopment
of the natural re- week's meeting marks the first
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
TFC
Answer to Yesterday's Puszi•
sources of the Tennessee Valley TVA - sponsored joint fertilizer
region, became law with the evaluation conference with SeA001105111
113-Punweelve
signature of President Roose- lected research agronomists from
• pronoun
LOS'r: Dental braces. Wire ancl
l-Ward of sorrow
113-Curved
velt.
the fertilizer' industry and Gov6--Let it stand
maths/
T
win
locate.
Resembles
brae
11-Man's
In its statement, the Board ernment.
34-Trade union
removed trio. without teeth. Reward. Phone
DEAD STOCK
nickname
(abbr.)
said:
Rainfall averaged 3.59 inches
12-Clan
36-Opening
Radio dispatcned trucks. Duncan 17654.
Tiny
la-Woody plant
"The past 25 years were, in in the Tennessee -Valley during
UP-Nautical:
PA
14-Bulgarian unit
Tankage
Prompt
service
Co.
7
cease!
AT
effect, formative years for TV.a. February, or 1.12 i
F
RA
of currency'
s below
37- Widen wait•
days a week. Call long distance
16-Moccasin
TI
39-Turkish
AR
The progress achieved in joint Ithe. 65-year average
o'r the
16-Ring
ccliect,
Mayfield
re'linent
Union
433,
City
A
rtS
efforts with the people of the month of 4.71 inches, TVA re17-Flings
40-Ma k• amends
1308.
AEC
IS-Mohammedan41-Sick .
region and their institutions has ported today. January- rainfall
ism
AIRA$ T
42-Hard -shelled
HOUSEWIVES! Earn e xt r a indeed been impressive. Today was more than two inches
10-Lid
fruit
E rrrs-re'r E A
below
21-Boy back
45-Conduct
money during your were hours. the program conceived in the normal for that month.
N
g rA-.7
23-Liquid
46-Skill
Mrs. B. averages $1.62 per hour. interest of integrated basin de14-e•O•nu• of
47 -The casino
The fall east of Chattanooga
43-1,oct dries
Pleaasana work. No. car or even- velopment, is recognized as a in February averaged 4.20 inches,
26-ru
.
.
r:1 service
45-Sign of zodiao
14-Unexpected
21I-Part of "to be
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax- 'mg work required. Sao ruld have guide for the employment of almost up to the
60-Solar disk
long term
event
25- Musical
ers, orbital sanders, vacuums, 12 or mon. _apare- hours . par nature's resources.4-10Aint fAbbt.)-average of 4.56 inches. However,
itegientea Bon
DOWN
6
15-Eurotretut
Hardware,
rafters.
lawn
Starks
"We
weeic.
are
Write
west
of
confident
Mrs.
Bette
Piercey,
Chattanooga it measured
that the
6-vapor
-Britloti
30-Mature
1-Viper
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142. P.O. Box 100E, Jaelc.son. Tenn., next 25 years will bring advances only 2.98, inches, compared with
Streetcar
31-Perform
3- Meadow
7-Lamprey
TFC
as
.
great
or
the
or
greater
phone
65-year mean of 4.88 inches.
Jacloa in 2-1880 after
11-Symbol for
than in the
tellurium
.8:00 p.m. Ti rural
ude direc- past, developing increasing Highest recordings
were
at
5-Animated
2 ROOM furnethed down 'tains
strength
and
Cheoah
solidarity between
10-Drinks
Dam, 6.75 inches; Chations to home and phone numgarage aa•artmera. 1 mile Lrorn
•
11-Without end
the
Federal
Government a n d tuge Dam, 6.62 inches; and Hiber.
M17C
le-Rntroata
college on Goldwater Road. Call
state and local governments 'as wassee Dam, 6.42 idches. Lowest
17-Speek•
386-J or 1625.
M 18P
1 4tch
it
has
developed a close, volun- were at Kentucky Dam, 1.50
!
,-Crat•
tary. a:Co-king partnership with inches; Johnsonville. 1.6; inches;
21 -rierlest1 eon'
,
22-Emotio. out
BEALE HOTEL. 2 rooms, psihundreds of local organizations and Savannah, .1.84 inches.
•I
'ate bath, $8 weekly. Room
26-Norse's neck
and institutions. We expect it
Runoff at Chattanooga measurELDERLY MAN warits 2 or 3
hair
with
Housekeepbeds,
twin
$4.
to continue as a boon to private ed 2.5% inches, compared with
27-Encounter
room
unfurnished
apartment
25
ing room, $6.
-Solt
M15C
initiative, and as a major con- the mean for the month of 3.29
Y 50
'near court house by Amu lei.
3n- Oppneort
'
tributor to the security of the inches. At Kentucky it measured
3?- Additional
5 ROOM HOUSE. Ain porch, State partcubars. Write Box 32- Nation." ,
'
a 1111.0.11
-1rwirsi
2.39 inches, compared with the
36-An site
utility room. Vacant by Mardi M, Murray, Ky.
it
1TP
• *
The...board said it was gratify- mean of 3.41 inches.
settlement
17.
•
$50
Call
month.
423
9th.
S.
.•er n•
ing to learn that a number of
V7 iiii
23-Cla rev earth
9109.
M15C
communities are planning special
VI-Ringing
40-21,
hommcdon
events to commemorate 25 years
LOT.
of service by TVA.
GARAGE APT., newly decorat'
4
We u-isih to expreas our sinTVA expects son to release
el. electrically equapped. Adults
I. Vroni,,e
4101-1tor-in
Rowlett Aix.rtments, 711 cere appreciation to our friends a new motion picture which
eery
rn
Main Street. Phone 867-J after and neighbors who have helped describe, TVA operations. It will
/pure OPPLOPL
47 -Coolod
rt
4:00 pm.
M 15C in so miany ways sance oor be available to schools, clubs,
house burned. We are guileful and other organizations on an
to you and can never aurget acivance booking basis for use in
..•1••••#nanniversary programs.
your Idralloyese to us.
Agronomists representing most
/117--&-lifr5. Claud Fanner
of the Nation's fertilizer producers are meeting this week with
• TODAY'S NEWS TODAY IN
agronomists from TVA. the U. S.
THE DAILY LEDGER & TIMES Department of Agriculture, and
'state experiment stations, for
FULLER
an exchange of Information and
viewpoint on research progress
and needs. The conference which
TO HONOR REVERT- The Post
5311AT HAS HAPPENED
Cariasoo, the way Jack Forbes and, nved in sonic flea nag on
ended March 13 was held at
Office Department announced
Soon as young Brad Dolan, who is was. Anything to keepllying, tq the wrong
aide
of
town.
And,
this 25-cent Paul Revere
that
TVA's Fertilizer-Munitions Deth. law
•rilied in alien.,
Funeral Home
Ilea I, for • two merits va lotion from turn a few bucks."
like I said, just before he quit
stamp would go on sale in Bosvelopment
Center
at
Muscle
his charter-boat businras he trecam.
"So that was Forbes. huh? me, and just about the time he
ton. April 18. That is the 183rd
Shoals, Ala.
enmeshed in an intrigue Ac he etas Tramp pilot."
Service - Equipped
took up wiLh this broad ne moved
being turned sway from • hotel be ,
anniversary of Revere's faParticipating were 50 industry
cause he hacked • 'enervation. • ulri I Lear sipped his drink. "He was Into an expensive apartment tri
Oxygen
with
mous midnight ride warning
he'd newer seen before greeted him all the tramp pilots rolled Into Coral
representatives of the major porGables. Bought a five
as her fiance and insisted :hat the !
the , countryside around Lex.
— Friendly Service — tion of the fertilizer industry
one, Dolan. Hardled that air- thousand dollar convertible All
hotel clerk IfIve him • room,
Ington and Concord, Massi
She Wall ,Marta Standing, dancer plane like a dream. Couldp't talk this, of course, was Wore; he
811 N. 4th St. Ph. 98 engaged in nitrogen, phosphate
In the floor stem of the hotets night If you
that the Brbish were coming,.
tied his handt behind him. went to work for CCA. Kept the
nd potash production, and the
club
She had. singled out ora.1 LP
• protector against • man who we. Never
got over his wartime apartment and the convertible
spying on her nientwingly 'the did medals and clippings. Drank too
NANCY
here in Miami all the time he was
not want to appeal to Nike beeimst
she wins fearful of the eonsequences much and wy a sucker for any working for CCA."
Upon
being
pressed for letaile: doll who'd tell him what is great
"Maybe Carrasco gave him ft
Harts confided to Brad that she had
knowledge of the hiding place of big romantic flyer-type he was." big advance to male sure he
DENTIST
DENTIST
"Sucker for the dolls, huh?"
5250.000. She promised him half If
wouldn't chicken' out on the deal."
he would prolo t her till she re
Lear waved his empty glass in
-Could be. But Jack was the
coveted it.
Brad was to meet Hart• at her the air. His face was Dui:lied and type guy who'd never keep things
rahena after the evening show, tie his voice had started coming a to himself. I think he'd nave
hnil her cabana unoecupled and little thick. Either *he
wasn't told me about any deal with Carflesh bloodataina were on the rug.
Confused. Brad left the this,
, LL Ye much of a drinker or he'd had rase() as soon as he'd made It."
had found it. When picked up a.y his nose in a Jug before he'd ar"You two were pretty close
the poll.• for questioning the next rived
at the Riptide. Probably, friends. then. Right?"
morning. Brad did not tell them he
found a wrap of taper there bearing
thought, the latter was true.
"Hell, no! I pick my friends a
the nettle and address of
'Jai.k
Forties • Upon tieing released, Brad The waitress caught his signal. little more carefully than that!
west to •-wenspaper office to seek He ordered rounds for both of um. The guy worked for me. tie was
In its files information about Jack He turned to me.
• first class pilot who'd logged
Forlves who st
iy disappeared.
"A sucker for the dolls Is right. plenty of flying time. He did
HP followed up a lead the new.peper
files K... Lim by questioning Forbes' You know, there's a certain type his job. I didn't have to like
iiirmer employer. Tom Lear,
of dame goes for flyer-types. him."
Think It's romantic, or some"All this cash he was throwing
thing. All that wild blue yonder around before he went to work
CHAPTER 11
stuff
sends
'em,
or
something.
CCA. You say he'd taken up
or
to make It sound casual. "These things you said Jack Forbes was a good-looking with thie girl. Maybe It was"ber
Forbes did for Carrasco," I said. guy, and I guess he had a lot of money."
He shook his head. "She lives
"The hush-hush missions. He teU natural charm, looking at it from
a woman's viewpoint There was weft But I don't think she had'
ABBIE an' SLATS
you about these'?"
one babe used to hang around my that kind of money." He took a
Tom Lear shrugged. *Some of place all the time when Jack was
g drink from his glass_ "Say,"
them.' lie WW1 In Miami a good working for me. A looker."
e Said suddenly. "This stuff I'm
deal after he went to work for
'
He gulped at his drink. HIS telling you doing you any good?"
CCA. I had a 'few drinks with face was even redder now. "She
"Yeah," I said. "Sure. I had
VES-YES,WE'LL BE AT THE TRAIN
him. He sever gave me any de- didn't realize, or didn't, care, that
to know what kind of a guy
'TO PICK YOU UP. AND -AND I
tails. I told him once he was the guy was a bum." He sighed
Forties was before I could start
WANT YOU TO KNOW HOW
getting in pretty deep. He said deeply and made an obvious efwriUng about him. Everything
MARTHA AND I FEEL
he knew it.. lie said the dough fort to relax. "Well, this kid, you've
told me helps. Character,
—7 ABOUT THIS was so interesting he hated to Morris her name is, Joan Morris, background,
human interest ...."
pull out."
Is a real looker, like 1 say. Some
He checked his watch and
"What sort of a man teas he, sort of a model or something at winced. He finished his drink and
Tom? In the papers he was a Miami Beach. Has plenty of stood, a little unsteadily.
He
boy hero, a sort of' an over-age money, It seems. Jack had a way leaned on the table and stared at
Eagle Scout."
of playing hard to get that work- me. "rknow, Dolan. when we
Lear shnigged. "lie was like ed real good for him fta far as first started talking about this
a whole lot of guys, Dolan. War- women were concerned. For a thing I advised you to drop it.
time pilots. They got their taste while the only way this Joan Mor- Forget about It."
of excitement and glory during ris, this blonde, coulA get him to
I grinned. "Yeah.
Nobody
the war. Kids, then, most of 'em. spend time with her was by would be interested in reading
Experts at their trade and they chartering one of my airplanes about Forbes. And I wouldn't be
knew nothing else. Some of them and making me promise Jack able to get any information on
stayed on in the air corps, but a would fly it!"
What'd you say the naml
lot of the others couldn't stand
It sounded to me as If the of the babe was? Jack's girlthe routine, the rules and regula- guy had been making a joke. I friend?"
tions, the slow promotions, of a thought that until I looked at
"You wouldn't be thinking of
peacetime air corps. Some of him. He saw no humor in the fleeing her?"
Lily ABNER
them caught on with the big air- situation. His jaw was clenched,
"Why not? She know Forbes
lines as pilots and co-pilots. Lots his lips tensed rnto thin line*. pretty well, didn't she? I'll try
E()" HONEST ABE'S
of them couldn't stand that rou- Here is a man. I thought, that and see her tonight. Right away."
DEAR?
SAKE AH OC‘LN'T
tine. After flying wartime min- takes things hard. Probably teed
He straightened. "I . . . I
atory., jockeying a DC-6 was just off because broads preferred can't think of her name, Dolan.
MARRY NOBODY
about as exciting as driving 51 Forbes to him. I'd never known Jean. That's IL Jean SomethingWI-10 HAIN'T AS
bus. So. Take away the kids Forbes. of course, but even then or-other."
JC;1 PLAIN
who were rreitore enough to set- I couldn't blame them. All this
"Okay, Tom," I said. By this
tle down and tend the shop, the tenseness would be enough to time I'd remembered the name
ones who stayed in the air corps, scare any girl off. This charac- myself.
He spoke slowly now, fighting
the ones who eettled for a good ter needed a lesson in how to be
steady job with the airlines, yo !oo
the slur from his voice. 'There's
sSeo
. what happened?" I risked. another reason aihy you should
Mill got a few left over. TIll "
They're flying
He said morosely, "He finally let this thing lie, Dolan. Stop
tramp pilots.
charter planes through the Ca- stopped playing hard to get and poking into it."
ribbean for guys like me They're started playing hmise with the
"I'm listening."
flying Supplies over the Andes doll. And just about this time
"You're very opt to buy yourfor oil companiee.• They're taxi- he quit me. Came into a wad of self a long nap The lowest."
ing safaris into the Belgian Con- dough, somehow. Before this he
He walked out and left me
go. Or they're on some sort of a was in hock to me half the time. with the bill.
shady job for some big shot like Oruro a tematy-year-Old jalopy
.(To Be Confirmed)
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MODERNISTIC CHURCH-At top lea view of the sanctuary of the
new $1,500,000 First Presbyterian Church of Stamford, Conn.
The six-story-high revolutionary structure resembles a gae
gantic abstract fish—ancient symbol of Christianity-,-with its
• sloping walls formed partially of stained jeweled glass acia.
bedded in precast concrete and steel frames. At bottom Is aa
Interior view,showing the big stained glass window above the
, wall behind altar of the chapel cd the parish unit of the chureh.i
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Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
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Will Be OPEN This Sunday

* WILLIAM

architect's sketch shown how the
which will house the American
irters Just outside Cleveland will
82,000,000 structures will feature
e, or "space lattice," 250 by 103
tiding of concrete and steel will
ave a 400-foot-diameter garden
I will be used. (international)
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Film Shop
By RON BURTON
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOWOD - A
song
Britith military marching .
dating gaek to World War I is
cueing ins) rock 'n' roll record
tales. IR hat: many deetitees
whistling its catchy tune. They
aren't singing because the words
are tos strong for polite. use.
Not much information is available on the piste wttich is
known._ properly as "The River
Keiai March and Colonel Bogey." Actually it's a combination of two tunes—the &Stith
one „written in 1916 and willed
"Colonel Bogey" and 'The
Kwai March," which was
written fdr
I-novae arid to -be
ero.ed with the older tune as
easunterpoinit.

No Women
Geniuses Asks
Doc Quigg
.
By DOC GUIDO
United Press Staff Correspondent
omiNEW YORK le - A K.
nere scientist in a congress of
learned men in Los Angeles
made se bold as lo declare that
the world has had no women
geniuses.' and even as he was
speaking, the Moecune lbaduo was
telling Redman women t ii e y
theuld not wiggle as • they walk.
SOrise people juet don't know
genius when they see

Potteriown Club
Meets Recently
The Patteriown Homemakers
Club met Tuesday. March 11
at 11:00 in the home of Mrs.
Siam Rogers. Mrs. Mary Brown
Ellerns served as co-hoetees.
The lessen eels on yaed imand
(I seers
and
provement
menu planning. Pjans were
Made for next year's pegram.
Recreation was k-d by Mrs.
June Ladd. -Following woe a
soda! lasur. Three visitors were
present. They were Mesdames
Carrie Part Mee, Wilma Sims
and Margaret Treeathan. Thirteen members were present.

MARCH 15, 1968

Mrs. Wells Purdom
Hostess to Meeting
Of Bethany SS Class
Mrs. Wells Purdom was hostess recently to a meeting of the
Bethany Sunday School erase ell
her home' on North 10th Street.
Mrs. Nacmi Miller's group was
in charge. Mrs. Ruth Houlton
was the evertng's speaker en
lateet. errs.
Mrs. Vester Orr, preedient
she class, presided at the business meeting. The house wa
dee rated in arrangements st
spring fl.iwers.
A de--sert pate was. served 19
the 22 ne..inibers present.

Wonderland", os
be pr..- Murray
March 15
Woman's
Club
will
lort
Wonderland", a I sewed by the Murray State have a potluck supper at 6:30
ns id...1y from Lewis Car- i Theater at HMO a.m. The per.- p.m. at the club tsetse. Planning
ling
of
noa's rnernerable story. -will het tormanee- will be given in the committee is on-speed irf Wayne
pee-erred by the Murray State ! Murray Slate auditorium. o This Williams. H. I. Skeid. Rue Overthe co4ege euct:•,r- children's play is jonntly maga- by. and Carllsle Ceitchen. HosNI:
•
Ann at-- 16:00 a.m. The play, i.e.- ersci by the $sck and Buskin teases are
Mesdames C. I.
Hers::
Fi1 IL
M
exted by Prof. ra.ands B. Fes Club_ and the - Murray Branch Sharboreugh, Sylstra Atkins, B.
to
:
Dranxi
Dees.
ie
the es •
American A-caiciatiog of F. Seherffius and Misses ,Cappie
head.
Ts,. :- :I-- S.
. red MSC will • be Jo:rely exonsered University Women.
Beale, Loeye Suitor add Mary
. •
.
gr 'se
the. Sock and Eill5k111 Club
No geniuses of the gentler
Larisiter. Speaker will be -Dr.
diss and the Mureay Ber.ch of tIso i--7-Circle. III of the WSCS of the Alta IPreseen of Murray Ste
sex? Hal the man never heard
Methodist
First
Church
.. Antes-dear. As
win College.
• Columbia
Etudios,
handling of apple • pie, or strawberry
• •.•
meet, at Z;30 in ths lame of
erss.y. Women.
thioncrake? These Sinvention was
dietribution
of
the
movie.
"Mei
-Mr
-• •
Mrs. Oahe Jones, West Maih
Thursday. March 27
Bridge an the River Kwai," ap- sheer genius. And how about
Street. Mrs. Autry Farmer has
Monday. March 17
. •
The Zeta Department of the paeently vet; pleriaantly //fur- the. Women who walk en high
o
Ties T. dense:re:AL Club will
of the-program. `csiehos- -Murray
Woman's
Club
will prieed to find
at the eing spike heels? .There's a balancing
•
....: tr..•
W
Club see is Mrs. Easie Brown.
meet at 7:30 in the evening at fiam the film was a hit as feat of genius incarnates
.
•-• • •
.-• ss-6 p.m. for--a dinner
Sticks Neck Out
the club house. The pesgram well as the pecture. They wrote
e • stg.
Thursday. March 20
will be "What's My Line". Hos- haselly to England for inforThe
man who so unwisely
•.• •
The Suzannah Wesley Circle tesses are Mesdames Joe Baker mation
on the sing. So far stuck his neck out in Los An...ng Women's Class sf i the Paris District will meet laillledion. C. C. Lowry, L. D. there's been no answer,
and geles was a Britisher, and pre7 Bassist Church viell a: 11:00 in the morning in the Miller. Robert 0. Miller, Luther' des is a little
embarrassing. In sumably he has plans e, spirit
.. 7.30 in the -e -elking at lesme
Manna-1 Proctor in Nance, and Lester Nanny.
feet,
ath e
meanest
question himself out of the country beEc ;se Building. Water Valley.
••
asked- today oif Columbia pub- fore hell- hetrah-na-fury 1eit
cell. The s- st.-en
• • S•
kendaki's group
The Home Department of the licity men is. "Say, just who
His name ss. Dr. V. B. GreenThe Tau Phi Lambda sorority Murray Woman's Club w j 1 I WAS _Cokintel
Bogey?"
Armytage. former president of
,• e
wal meet at 7s10 in the evening meet at 1:00 p.m. at the club
the Royal Society of Medicine,
Als
Two Songs
heuse for the annual luncheon
es Waters Circle of ; at 1002 shdrir St 'et.
who prepared a paper called
• • ••
.
and program. Prnf. Richard FarMelte d.st Church
.
Records thane: that "Colonel "The Paradsx .1 Genius" for a
ede eie
tee
The Tr: Sigma Ahunni will rell will be in charge of the
agememt House at 730 in the musical program. For reserva- Bogey" was written in 1918 by meeting of the Internatauna.
o .n •": evening.
Kenneth 3 Arnold and publi- Congree, ,if Surgeons. Part of
sr.eet
at the college Home Man- tions. call Mrs. Maynard Rags.
cized by the Liindon firm of the parad,x is his assertion that
dale before Wedneany neon.
:- a • Manufacturing
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Hawices • A: Sons 'Last
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year meet
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s CI sb w
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The
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Lessee Aetwat__c_nde,e---Elavist Church will taro at 7:30 Vaughn. R. L. Putnam and J. Kwai Marcia." Arnedid, believed or men al ineabiaty.
to be no relation to the "Bogey:"
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And,
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Lewis'
Murray Electric Buikting. Mrs. Kwai melody
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If it's a WORLD Webster it's the
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142,000 entries, each word newly
defined for modern usage - the
first truly new/dictionary in more
than three decades 1.100 osges.
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WELCOME TO MANILA-With a big smile, President Carlos Garcia of the Philippines welcomes
U. S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles to the SEATO conference in Manila. The scene Is In
Malacanan palace. Others are (from left) U. B. Ambassador Charles K. Bohlen, Assistant Secre(international Radiophoto)
tary of Stets Walter Robertaon and (right, Adm. Felix B Stump.
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